This paper presents a novel formulation for dispersive media computation in finite-difference time-domain (FDTD). Motivated by conventional recursive convolution (RC) methods in handling convolution integral, the method name quadratic RC (QRC) makes improvement in the approximation of electric field in convolution integral. The electric field is approximated by quadratic function determined by the fields at three time steps at current, next and former. Via quadratic interpolation, the convolution integral result is approximated by the linear combination of three electric fields, rather than two fields in trapezoidal RC (TRC) or piecewise linear RC (PLRC) and one field in constant RC (CRC). Because three electric fields is required for the convolution integral, the method needs two more back level storage of the electric fields to fulfill the recursion process. Numerical demonstrations of Debye and Drude slab's transmission and reflection coefficients demonstrate the efficiency and accuracy of the novel method.
where
For dispersive media whose
Therefore, for this kind of dispersive media, 
Up till now, we did no approximation in the convolution integral. The key points of RC lie in the two integrals n  I and n   I .
2.2
The CRC, TRC and PLRC's approximations (12) where
In conduction of (13) and (14) , variable substitution of   
Substituting (17) into (6) and (10), we have
The above RC methods approximate    E by different manners. The CRC uses only one terminal's value of the integral interval and has the least accuracy. The TRC and PLRC use both the terminal values of the integral interval and are more accurate. The cost of TRC and PLRC is that one more back level of electric field should be stored in the memory to complete the recursion process. In PLRC, convolution 0  and 0   are also required.
2.3
The QRC's approximation In the QRC method, 
By the same procedure, n   I can be similarly constructed and we have 
are coefficients, which are chosen properly in the different style of the RC methods. The coefficients are listed in the Table 1 . 
where n Ψ can be updated recursively by (9) .
As we aforementioned, (9) Table 2 . where 60 t   is shape factor and 0 3 t   . The fields updating iteration is repeated 8000 times and the incident, reflected and transmitted waves at the bound of the slab were recorded. By Fourier transforms, we get response on frequency domain and then the complex reflection and transmission coefficients are obtained. The four styles of the RCs are all tested and compared. The results are shown in Figure 1 From Figure 1 and Figure 2 , we can see that QRC's results agree well with the exact frequency domain results. All of the RCs are comparatively accurate in Figure 1 and Figure 2 . The detailed part between 80 ~ 85 GHz of the Figure 1 (b) is given in Figure 3 to validate the accuracy more clearly.
Figure 3 Detailed part of the reflection coefficients' phase of Drude slab.
From Figure 3 , we can see that QRC is more accurate than CRC method. The QRC has almost the same accuracy with the TRC and the PLRC and the curves are almost superposed. (a) Complex transmission coefficients' magnitude.
(b) Complex transmission coefficients' phase. Figure 5 Complex transmission coefficients of Debye slab after 8000 time steps compared with the exact steady-state frequency domain solution.
Conclusion
This paper presents a novel recursive convolution method named QRC in computation of dispersive media using FDTD. The electric field in the convolution integral is approximated by a quadratic function determined by the adjacent three sampled fields. The integral result is a linearly combination of three electric fields at current, former and next integer time step. This method requires two more back level electric field, so need more memory in application. The numerical validations demonstrate the accuracy and efficiency of the QRC. 6
